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IX1D V3.53 15 New File: C:Users\Wyatt\Desktop\Opposition\Interpex. Interpex IX1D V3.53 15 : What Are Interpreters? Interpreter Short Name: IX1D Full Name: Interpex 9th Edition: Interpex IX1D V3.53 15 No attached files are available. No attached files are available. Learn to create and debug your own image processing with Interpex! Interpex provides tools for image manipulation
and digital sound design, including filters, various operations, and special effects. The exercise consists of writing a sound program that generates the random combination of the four alphabets. Use an array to maintain the random text. For each of the alphabets in the word, choose a letter between 0 and 26 to represent the alphabetic character. The score represents the sum of the number of
each type of letter in the word. In the image below, the score would be 26. For each letter, select the logic code that represents a particular value of the alphabet. Use a loop to increase the score one point for each letter. Once you have the code for each type of letter, add your score. For each alphabetic letter, select the logic code that represents the code of that letter. The variable originalScore
will be increased for each match. OriginalScore is initialized to 0. The score is then added and the score is printed to the screen. After each time that text is shown in the screen, press the space bar to reset the display. Press enter to exit. Output: XQP IZIGTGJVJNDBRKNYQZGLCMPVVSSOI ZGUFRVJFDRGYBQSXSGRVPPZIS FZ ba244e880a
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